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Abstract

The three-dimensional nature of Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements provides a unique opportunity for accurately d
the position and velocity of satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO). For optimum results a reduced dynamic technique is commonly p
which combines the merits of kinematic positioning techniques with those of a fully dynamic trajectory modeling. As part of the
study two different approaches to reduced dynamic orbit determination are compared, both of which involve the estimation of
accelerations on top of a precise deterministic force model. In the batch least-squares estimator piece-wise constant accelerations
in consecutive sub-intervals that are sufficiently short compared to the orbital period. The extended Kalman filter/smoother approa
other hand, estimates the empirical accelerations using a first-order Gauss–Markov process noise model. Software implementat
estimation methods have been used with GPS measurements of the GRACE mission to assess the individual merits of the differe
schemes. Both approaches are shown to provide accurate and compatible results, which match an external reference solution to
5 cm when processing dual-frequency data and better than 10 cm when using single-frequency measurements. While the extend
filter/smoother requires less computer resources in terms of memory and processing time, the batch least-squares estimator ens
smoothness of the resulting trajectory and was found to be more robust in case of data gaps.
 2005 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Zusammenfassung

Die drei-dimensionale Natur von Messungen des Global Positioning System (GPS) schafft eine ideale Voraussetzungen zu
Bestimmung der Position und Geschwindigkeit eines Raumfahrzeuges im niedrigen Erdorbit (LEO). Beste Ergebnisse lassen
mit reduziert-dynamischen Verfahren erzielen, die die Vorteile einer kinematischen Positionierung mit denen einer streng-dyn
Bahnmodellierung verbinden. Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Studie werden zwei verschiedene Ansätze zur reduziert-dynamische
stimmung verglichen, die beide auf der Schätzung empirischer Beschleunigungen in Kombination mit einem präzisen Kräftemodel
Bei Ausgleichung nach der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate werden abschnittsweise konstante Beschleunigungen in Intervallen
die ausreichend klein gegenüber der Bahnperiode sind. Beim “Extended Kalman-Filter/Smoother” werden die Beschleunigung
unter Annahme eines Gauss–Markov-Prozesses erster Ordnung geschätzt. Implementierungen beider Verfahren wurden zur P
von GPS-Daten der GRACE Mission eingesetzt, um die jeweiligen Vorteile zu bewerten. Beide Ansätze liefern genaue und ko
Ergebnisse, die mit externen Referenzlösungen bei Nutzung von Zweifrequenzmessungen auf besser als 5 cm und bei Einfrequen
auf besser als 10 cm übereinstimmen. Während der “Extended Kalman-Filter/Smoother” geringere Speicher-Resourcen und
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tenlücken
benötigt, stellt die Ausgleichung nach der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate eine glatte Lösung sicher und erweist sich im Fall von Da
als robuster.
 2005 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decade, Global Positioning System (G
sensors have gradually evolved into well-accepted stan
tools for spacecraft navigation. Aside from onboard ap
cations like real-time positioning or time-synchronizatio
GPS receivers are nowadays considered as primary t
ing system for precision orbit determination in many sa
lite missions. Here, the accuracy, global coverage
three-dimensional nature of GPS measurements makes
highly competitive to other tracking systems such as Sa
lite Laser Ranging and DORIS.

In accord with geodetic applications, dual-frequency
ceivers are preferable for precise orbit determination
spacecraft in low Earth orbit (LEO) in order to elimina
ionospheric path delays and to make best use of h
accuracy carrier-phase measurements. Driven by the
of various scientific missions, a growing number of su
able receivers is being made available for space applicat
Aside from JPL’s BlackJack receiver [21], which is alrea
flown on CHAMP [12], GRACE, IceSat and Jason, the E
ropean Lagrange receiver [14] and the GRAS instrum
[25] are currently prepared for use on Radarsat-2, GO
and METOP. Furthermore, the validation of commercial-o
the-shelf receivers (NovAtel OEM4-G2L) is in progress
use onboard the Canadian CASSIOPE mission [13]. To f
utilize the measurement accuracy offered by these sys
adequate processing techniques are required.

Similar to terrestrial applications, the availability of mu
tiple GPS measurements at each epoch allows the us
purely kinematic methods for spacecraft positioning (see
[2,18]). Kinematic positioning requires no a priori know
edge of the spacecraft motion and can thus be applied
wide range of mission scenarios. However, kinematic m
ods are particularly sensitive to erroneous measurem
unfavorable viewing geometry and outages, which nota
restricts their value in practice. Dynamic orbit determin
tion, in contrast, makes use of known physical models
the spacecraft motion to constrain the resulting position
timates. This allows an averaging of measurements f
different epochs and the trajectory can even be propag
across data gaps.

On the other hand, the dynamics of real-world spacec
in a low Earth orbit is hardly known to a level that match
the accuracy of GPS code and carrier-phase measurem
Aerodynamic forces, in particular, are not well predicta
at altitudes of 300–600 km due to limitations of upper

mosphere density models and the complicated interaction of
-

S

d

.

f

,

s.

neutral gases and charged particles with the spacecraf
face. As a remedy, the concept of reduced dynamic o
determination has been proposed [29,30]. Here, the d
ministic model of the spacecraft dynamics is complemen
by empirical accelerations that are adjusted along with o
parameters in the orbit determination process. In this w
the available accuracy of GPS measurements may be
exploited without sacrificing the robustness offered by
namical orbit determination techniques.

The present study describes two different concepts
handling empirical accelerations in combination with a lea
squares estimator and an extended Kalman filter. Th
methods are subsequently applied to GPS measurement
lected onboard the GRACE satellite to assess the merits
disadvantages of each approach. Considering the absen
Selective Availability in all present and future radio navig
tion signals, the use of undifferenced GPS measuremen
combination with known GPS clock and ephemeris produ
is assumed in both processing schemes.

2. Reduced dynamic orbit determination

This section provides an overview of the relevant
namical and measurement models for GPS based sat
orbit determination. They match the implementation of
GPS High precisionOrbit determinationSoftware Tools
(GHOST [28]) that have been employed in the subseq
GRACE data analysis. A summary of the adopted dyna
cal models and reference frame transformations is give
Table 1.

2.1. GPS observation model

The elementary data types provided by a GPS rece
comprise code and carrier-phase measurements that a
tained by synchronizing the incoming signal with a recei
generated replica [17]. The code phase (or pseudo-ra
ρPR can be modeled as the sum of the true distance|r −
rGPS| and a termc · (δt − δtGPS) which describes the dif
ference of the receiver and satellite clock offsets. While
GPS satellite clock offset can be assumed to be known
adequate accuracy from pre-computed GPS ephemeris
clock products [11], the receiver clock offsetcδt is essen-
tially unknown and has to be determined at each epoc
part of the orbit determination process. GPS carrier-ph
measurements offer a notably lower noise (1 mm ve

0.1–1 m) than code measurements, but exhibit an unknown
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biasB that must be estimated along with other parame
(e.g. state vector, clock offset, etc.).

For dual-frequency receivers, ionosphere-free linear c
binations of the code and carrier-phase measurements
be formed, which make use of the fact that the ionosph
path delay is essentially proportional to the inverse squ
of the signal frequency. For single-frequency observati
the ionospheric contribution cannot be individually elim
nated from the code and carrier-phase but an ionosph
free biased pseudo-range can be obtained from the a
metic mean of the C/A code and L1 carrier-phase m
surement [31]. This so-called GRAPHIC (GroupAndPhase
IonosphericCorrection) measurement can be processed
ilar to ionosphere-free carrier-phases even though it exh
a notably larger noise level. In both cases an unknown
has to be estimated as part of the orbit determination proc
This bias is different for each observed GPS satellite
constant between epochs during uninterrupted carrier-p
tracking.

Within the orbit determination process, modeled obs
vations are computed based on known GPS satellite p
tions and clock offsets. Using precise ephemeris prod
provided by the International GPS Service (IGS) [6] or
individual analysis centers, the root-mean-square (rms)
position error is presently on the order of five centimete
Using an 8th order Lagrange interpolation, intermediate
sitions of similar accuracy can be obtained from 15 min g
points. Clock data, on the other hand, cannot be prop
interpolated by high order polynomials and require sma
intervals along with linear interpolation [J. Kouba, pr
comm.]. Comparisons performed by the authors have sh
that 5 min clock products can reduce the range mode
error from roughly 8 cm to 3 cm in accord with clock inte
polation errors reported in [32]. A further reduction to 1 c

or better is achieved by use of 30 s clock products, which are
n

-

.

e.g. offered by the Center for Orbit Determination in Euro
(CODE) [1].

2.2. Dynamical model

For given models of the acceleration as a function
time t , position r , and velocityv, the motion of a satel
lite can be obtained from given initial conditions using
step-wise numerical integration. Without loss of genera
we employ a first-order differential equation of motion f
the six-dimensional state vectory = (r;v), which can be
handled by common integration methods. The least-squ
orbit determination module of GHOST uses the variab
order variable step-size multi-step method DE of Shamp
and Gordon [24]. It has earlier been proven to be a hig
efficient and flexible integrator for orbital dynamics pro
lems with stringent accuracy requirements. However,
state vector updates performed in an extended Kalman
design require a restart of the integrator at each measure
epoch and therefore render the use of a high-order inte
tor inefficient. A low-order single-step method is prefera
under these conditions and the classical fourth-order Run
Kutta method has proven to be well-suited for representa
measurement intervals of 30 s.

The modeling of gravitational and non-gravitation
forces within the GHOST software follows the general d
cussion in [19]. In all test cases described later a 100× 100
subset of the GGM01S gravity model [27] was employ
Compared to the full 120×120 model, the truncated versio
offers a 20% reduction in the overall processing without
grading the achieved orbit determination accuracy. For d
computations a Jacchia 71 atmospheric density model [9
has been adopted as a compromise between modeling
racy and computational effort. Further information on
employed dynamical model, parameter sets and refer

system conventions are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Overview of dynamical models and reference system transformations employed in the GHOST suite for GRACE orbit determination

Item Description References

Static gravity field GGM01S 100× 100 (selectable) [27]
Tides Solid Earth tide (4× 4, diurnal)

Polar tide
Ocean tides UT/CSR 3.0+ TEG2B (selectable)

[16,26]

Luni-solar gravity Analytical series expansions of luni-solar coordinates [19]
Radiation pressure Solar radiation pressure (canon-ball model; conical Earth shadow) [19]
Atmospheric drag Jacchia 71 density model

NOAA solar flux (daily) and geomagnetic activity (3 hourly)
[9,19,22]

Antenna offset Constant phase center coordinates in s/c body system
Attitude quaternions describing s/c orientation in EME2000 system

Empirical accelerations Piece-wise constant accelerations in radial, transverse, and normal direction
Terrestrial reference frame ITRF2000 (implied by IGS/CODE GPS ephemerides)
Earth orientation IAU1976 precession

IAU1980 nutation
IAU1982 sidereal time
IERS polar motion
IERS UT1-GPS

[15]

Inertial reference frame EME2000 (implied by reference transformations)
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Partial derivatives of the spacecraft state vector with
spect to the epoch state, the drag and solar radiation pre
as well as empirical accelerations are obtained from a
merical integration of the associated variational equat
[19]. Compared to the equations of motion, some simplifi
tions (2nd order gravity field, neglect of luni-solar and tid
perturbations) may, however, be applied in the variatio
equations to reduce the resulting computational effort.

2.3. Empirical accelerations

To compensate for any deficiencies in the employed
namical model, piecewise constant empirical accelerat
(aR, aT, aN) in the radial, transverse (along-track) and n
mal (cross-track) direction

eR = r

|r| , eT = eN × eR, eN = r × v

|r × v| (1)

are considered. The amplitude of these acceleration com
nents is not known beforehand but estimated as part o
orbit determination process.

Following Bierman [4], the theory of random process
with exponentially correlated (or “colored”) process no
provides a suitable mathematical framework for the
scription of unmodeled accelerations. A first-order Gau
Markov processp(t) [3] exhibits an exponential autocorr
lation

R(�t) = E
(
p(t),p(t + �t)

) = σ 2e−|�t |/τ , (2)

whereσ 2 denotes the steady-state variance of the pro
andτ is the correlation time scale. In a time-discrete for
the process satisfies the first-order difference equation

p(ti+1) = mi · p(ti) + wi (3)

with mapping factor

mi = e−|ti+1−ti |/τ , (4)

in which the process noisewi is an uncorrelated random s
quence with zero mean and variance

E(w2
i ) = σ 2(1− m2

i ). (5)

For practical purposes, the empirical accelerations are
sidered to be piecewise constant in pre-defined sub-inter
which facilitates both the trajectory propagation and
overall parameter adjustment. In case of a batch le
squares estimator, the entire data arc is divided intona

intervals of equal duration�t and an independent set
empirical acceleration parameters(aR, aT, aN)j is estimated
for each intervalj = 0, . . . , na − 1. A priori information
is used in the normal equations to constrain the individ
parameters to a nominal value of zero with a predefi
weight. The choice of an adequate interval length refle
a compromise between observability, computational ef
and the capability to resolve time varying phenomena. G
an orbital period of roughly 6000 s for LEO satellites a

a representative measurement interval of 30 s, intervals of
e

-

,

600 s duration have been found to be most suitable
adopted throughout this study. While shorter intervals p
vide a smoother variation of the estimated accelerations
relevant improvement of the overall orbit determination
curacy has been observed that would justify the assoc
increase in computation time. Longer intervals, in contr
appeared insufficient to sample the characteristic time sc
of the empirical acceleration variation.

In the Kalman filtering approach, the estimation state v
tor is augmented by a three-dimensional empirical acce
tions vector and an updated parameter set(aR, aT, aN)i is
obtained at each measurement epochti . In between mea
surements, the empirical accelerations are assumed
constant and the latest estimate is used in the dynamica
jectory propagation.

2.4. Least-squares orbit determination

The least-squares (LSQ) orbit determination proc
comprises the iterative adjustment of dynamical trajec
parameters and measurement model parameters from a
set of observations. Starting from given a priori conditio
the spacecraft trajectory is numerically integrated across
entire data arc and residuals are obtained as the differ
between observations and modeled measurements. Ma
use of the partial derivatives with respect to the paramete
interest, corrections to the a priori parameters can then b
tained from the least-squares solution of an over-determ
linear set of equations. Multiple iterations are required
cope with the non-linearity of the estimation problem, a
convergence is typically achieved within a few (1–4) ite
tions.

With the above considerations, the estimation para
ter vector comprises the following set of unknowns:
6-dimensional spacecraft state vectory0 = y(t0) at a ref-
erence epocht0, a solar radiation pressure coefficientCR
that acts as an adjustable scaling factor for the surface
flectivity in the modeling of solar radiation pressure forc
a drag coefficientCD that acts as an adjustable scaling f
tor in the modeling of drag forces, empirical acceleratio
aj = (aR, aT, aN)j in consecutive time intervals[t0 + j ·
�t, t0 + (j + 1) · �t], receiver clock offsetscδti at each
measurement epochti (i = 0, . . . , nT − 1), a carrier-phase
or GRAPHIC biasBk for each arc (“pass”) of continuou
carrier-phase tracking of a single GPS satellite.

For ease of notation, the individual estimation parame
are subsequently grouped into thenT -dimensional clock off-
sets vector

T = (cδt0; . . . ; cδtnT −1), (6)

the dynamical estimation parameter vector

Y = (y;CR;CD;a0; . . . ;ana−1) (7)

of dimensionnY = 8 + 3 · na and thenB -dimensional bias
parameter vector
B = (B0; . . . ;BnB−1). (8)
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Fig. 1. Structure of normal equations for least-squares estimatio
epoch-wise clock offsets, empirical accelerations and pass-by-pass
rier-phase biases.

A total of nT = 2880 clock offsets need to be adjusted, fo
one day data arc and a 30 s measurement interval, whic
tably exceeds the corresponding number of dynamical p
meters (nY = 440 for 600 s empirical acceleration interva
and bias parameters (nB ≈ 400. . .500 for representative re
ceivers and tracking conditions).

However, the construction and solution of the lea
squares problem is greatly simplified by the specific str
ture of the associated normal equations(

∂h

∂(T ,Y ,B)

)T

W

(
∂h

∂(T ,Y ,B)

)
·
(

�T

�Y

�B

)

=
(

∂h

∂(T ,Y ,B)

)T

W
(
z − h(T ,Y ,B)

)
. (9)

These are used to compute corrections(�T ;�Y ;�B) of a
priori parameter values from the vector of modeled ob
vationsh(T ,Y ,B), the vector of measurementsz and the
inverse measurement covarianceW . As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the normal equations matrix is not fully populated and spa
matrix techniques can be applied in storing and handling
individual matrix elements. Using the short form notation(

NT T NT Y NT B

NYT NYY NYB

NBT NBY NBB

)(
�T

�Y

�B

)
=

(
nT

nY

nB

)
(10)

of the normal equations, it may be recognized that onlyNYY

is a full matrix. In contrast to the dynamical parametersY

the partials with respect toT andB result in a large numbe
of zero elements and sparsely filled matrix blocks.NT T , in
particular, is a pure diagonal matrix, since measurement
pend on only one clock offset parameter at each epoch. L
wiseNT B and its transpose exhibit a narrow band struct
(assuming a proper ordering of the bias parameters), s

measurements at a specific epoch depend only on a limited
-

-

-

number of bias parameters. More specifically, the numbe
non-zero elements in each row ofNT B (or column ofNBT )
is always limited by the number of active tracking chann
NT Y and its transpose, finally, exhibit a triangular struct
which reflects the fact that the number of empirical acce
ation parameters, on which the measurements at a parti
epoch depend, increases continuously towards the end o
data arc.

To solve the normal equations, the dynamical and b
parameters are combined into a common vectorX = (Y ,B).
The unknown clock offset parameters are now elimina
using the formal solution

�T = N−1
T T (nT − NT X�X), (11)

which results in the reduced equation

�X = (NXX − NXT N−1
T T NT X)−1

× (nX − NXT N−1
T T nT ) (12)

for the corrections of the dynamical and bias paramet
Compared to a direct solution of the full normal equatio
the reduced system exhibits a notably lower operations c
and can be solved in adequate times even for a large nu
of measurement epochsnT . The clock parameter correctio
vector�T may finally be obtained by re-substituting�X

into Eq. (11).
To constrain the solution and avoid potential singu

ities, statistical a priori information may be added to
normal equations as discussed in [19] and [18]. The us
a priori information is even mandatory, when no pseu
range observations are processed along with carrier-p
or GRAPHIC data. Otherwise, a common change in all
ases could not be distinguished from a shift of all clock o
sets, thus yielding a rank deficit normal matrix. Because
incorporation of a priori information leaves the fundame
tal structure of the normal equations unchanged, the b
elimination technique can likewise be used for an effici
computation of the solution vector.

2.5. Extended Kalman filter/smoother

Kalman filtering offers an alternative technique for or
determination, which is particularly useful for real-time a
plications in view of its recursive nature. Starting from giv
initial conditions at an epochti−1, the estimation state vecto
Y+

i−1 and its covarianceP +
i−1 are propagated to the epochti

of the next measurement as part of the time-update ste
the subsequent measurement-update step, information
the observations is merged into the propagated stateY−

i with
a weighting factor (Kalman gain) that depends on the m
surement accuracy and the propagated covarianceP −

i . The
post measurement-update valuesY+

i andP +
i are then prop-

agated to the subsequent epoch and the scheme is rep
as long as new observations become available. Since
fundamental concept of Extended Kalman Filters (EKF)

spacecraft navigation is well discussed in the literature (see
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e.g. [19]) the following discussion focuses on those asp
that are of prime relevance for GPS-based precise orbi
termination.

In analogy with the least-squares estimation, the Kalm
filter state

Y = (r;v;CR;CD;a; cδt;b) (13)

in the present study comprises the spacecraft pos
and velocity vector(r,v) in the inertial reference fram
(EME2000, ITRF), the radiation pressure and drag coe
cients(CR,CD), empirical acceleration vectora = (aR, aT,

aN) in radial, tangential and normal direction as well as
clock offset parametercδt and carrier-phase (or GRAPHIC
bias parametersb = (B0, . . . ,Bn−1) for all simultaneously
tracked GPS satellites. Considering, for example, a tw
channel receiver, the estimation state vector thus conta
maximum of 24 elements.

In between two measurement epochs, the position/vel
vector is propagated by numerical integration of the eq
tions of motion using the rigorous dynamical model d
cussed earlier. Furthermore, simplified variational equat
are numerically integrated to obtain the state transition
trix for the position/velocity vector and the partials with r
spect to the dynamical parameters(CR;CD;a)i−1. A simple,
fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration method is emplo
in both cases, which is most suitable for typical measu
ment intervals of 10–30 s.

Within the trajectory integration, the empirical accele
tions a are assumed to be piecewise constant between
measurement epochs, but propagated values

a−
i = e−|ti−ti−1|/τa+

i−1 (14)

are determined in accord with the Gauss–Markov proc
model upon completing the time-update step. All other fi
states remain unchanged between updates, i.e.

(CR;CD; cδt;b)−i = (CR;CD; cδt;b)+i−1, (15)

which reflects a white process noise model. Making us
the resulting state transition matrix, the covariance of the
timation parameters is likewise propagated to the new ep
Finally, process noiseQ for the empirical accelerations an
the clock offset parameter is added to the propagated co
anceP in proportion to the time interval between measu
ments (cf. (3)).

The subsequent measurement-update is formulated
vector update involving all valid pseudo-range and carr
phase observations collected at the same epoch. As i
case of the time-update, the basic Kalman filter equat
proved to be adequate and no need for numerically m
stable filter formulations like UD factorization, square ro
factorization or the Joseph algorithm (cf. [19]) was enco

tered in the practical applications.
.

a

To improve the accuracy of the Kalman filter solution, t
entire data set is processed both in a forward direction a
backward direction. At each epoch, a smoothed solution

Y = P −1
fwdY fwd + P −1

bckY bck

P −1
fwd + P −1

bck

(16)

is then computed as the weighted average of the estim
state vectors from both runs [3,7]. The weights are de
mined by the information matrix (i.e. the inverse covarian
of the respective state estimates. By combining the forw
and backward results, measurements from both before
after a given epoch contribute to the corresponding state
timate. As a result, a factor-of-two improvement in accur
over the individual solutions can usually be achieved. H
ever, a small degradation of the smoothed solution ca
observed near the beginning and end of the data arc as
as extended data gaps, where either the forward or back
filter is not yet fully converged.

2.6. Data editing

The result of GPS-based precise orbit determination
pends crucially on the proper screening of outliers and
measurements that are even encountered in geodetic
space receivers [20]. Within GHOST, GPS measurem
are validated prior to the actual orbit determination proc
using a combination of different statistical tests and sim
limit checks. User configurable thresholds are, for exam
used to discard any observation below a certain eleva
mask (e.g. 5◦) or below a minimum signal-to-noise rat
(e.g. 20 dBHz for BlackJack GPS measurements). In a
tion, the quality of code and carrier-phase measuremen
assessed in comparison with an a priori orbit. This a pr
orbit is previously determined from a dynamical smoo
ing of pseudo-range-based single point navigation solut
using a high fidelity dynamical force model and adjust
empirical accelerations. Tests conducted with actual fl
data have shown that the a priori orbit generated in this
has a representative accuracy of 1–2 m for single-freque
tracking and 0.25–0.5 m for dual-frequency tracking, wh
is fully adequate for data editing purposes.

At each epoch modeled ranges are computed using
priori orbit and compared with the observed pseudo-ran
From the set ofn � 2 observations an estimate

cδt = 1

n

n∑
k=1

(
ρPR,k − (|r − rGPS,k| − cδtGPS

))
(17)

of the clock bias at the measurement epoch and the as
ated residuals

resk = (ρPR,k − cδt) − (|r − rGPS,k| − cδtGPS
)

(18)

are obtained. Whenever the standard deviation of these r
uals exceeds a predefined threshold, the observation w
contributes the dominating error is identified and remo
from the set of observations. If necessary, the process i

peated to reject multiple outliers at the same epoch. This
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Fig. 2. Processing scheme for GPS based precise orbit determinati
low-Earth orbiting satellites.

concept is likewise applicable for carrier-phase meas
ments (or GRAPHIC observations) when considering t
differences between epochs. In this way, cycle slips or
continuities in the carrier-phase tracking may safely be id
tified.

Practical tests with CHAMP and GRACE GPS measu
ments have clearly demonstrated the feasibility and rob
ness of this screening concept for both single- and d
frequency data. Even though the generation of a coar
priori orbit adds a notable burden to the overall orbit
termination process, the approach was found to be m
reliable and accurate than “on-the-fly” data screening wi
the least-squares adjustment or Kalman filtering. In any c
the resulting precise orbit determination concept (cf. Fig
is fully self-contained and does not necessitate any exte
reference trajectory for initialization.

3. Results

The orbit determination techniques described above h
been tested using actual flight data from the GRACE (G
ity Recovery and Climate Experiment) mission and valida
using reference trajectories provided by the Jet Propul
Laboratory (JPL) and the Technical University of Muni
(TUM).

3.1. GRACE mission and GPS data

GRACE is a joint US–German science mission for ac
rate determination of the Earth gravity field and its tem

ral variation. It comprises two identical spacecraft flying at
f

,

l

a separation of nominally 220 km in a near-polar orbit
roughly 450 km altitude. Both spacecraft are equipped w
an Instrument Processing Unit (IPU) that is based on J
BlackJack receiver and configured to track up to 10 G
satellites. In parallel, the IPUs process K-band radar m
surements and star camera data. Compared to CHAMP
GRACE GPS measurements are of even better quality
representative pseudo-range errors of down to 8 cm. In
ticular, multipath errors as caused on CHAMP by cross-
between two different antenna strings [20] are absent, s
no occultation measurements are presently performed b
receiver.

3.2. Selected data sets

Level 1B data [5] from the GRACE mission have r
cently been publicly released by JPL and UT/CSR as
of the Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Arch
Center (PODAAC) [23]. Among others, these data inclu
GPS measurements (re-aligned to integer 10 s of G
time), spacecraft attitude quaternions and precise refer
ephemerides. Precise GPS ephemerides and high-rate
clock data were obtained from CODE, a facility of the A
tronomical Institute of the University of Berne [1].

For the present study, an 11-day data arc (day of y
295–305, 2003) has been selected. This period cove
prominent solar storm and thus provides a challenging
case for precise orbit determination. On day 300, in part
lar, the solar flux valueF10.7 rose from a typical level of 100
up to 298. As a consequence of the solar storm, an incre
number of charged particles was emitted, which caused
omagnetic peak activity on the days of year 303–304. H
the associated 3-hourlyKp index increased from typical va
ues of 3–5 up to 9. Although the results of the present st
remain essentially unaffected by ionospheric perturbati
it is noted that the typical maximum total electron cont
(TEC) increased from 90 to 230 TEC units in that period.
a consequence, major degradations of the position accu
would occur if the orbit determination solution were sole
based on single-frequency pseudo-range data.

3.3. Dual-frequency orbit determination results

The results from least-squares orbit determination r
making use of ionosphere free dual-frequency code
carrier-phase measurements of the GRACE-B spacecra
collated in Table 2. Here, typical position root-mean-squ
errors with respect to a JPL reference solution of ab
4 cm are achieved. The along-track error with an aver
of 2.7 cm slightly exceeds the contributions from the n
mal component (2.4 cm) and the radial component (1.7 c
This may be attributed to the fact that the employed redu
dynamic model imposes the strongest constraints in a
rection perpendicular to the orbital motion. Kinematic G

positions, in contrast exhibit the largest errors in the vertical
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Table 2
GRACE-B least-squares orbit determination results using dual-frequ
code and carrier-phase measurements. The columns provide the root-
square errors of the radial (R), along-track (T) and normal componen
as well as the position (Pos) in comparison with the JPL reference solu
In addition, a comparison with POD results of the Technical Universit
Munich (TUM) is provided

DOY DLR-JPL DLR-JPL DLR-TUM TUM-JPL

R [cm] T [cm] N [cm] Pos [cm] Pos [cm] Pos [cm]

295 1.6 3.1 2.7 4.4 7.1 7.6
296 1.5 2.3 2.2 3.5 4.7 3.9
297 2.0 2.6 2.3 4.0 5.7 5.0
298 1.5 2.7 2.4 3.9 5.6 4.8
299 1.6 2.9 2.4 4.1 6.3 4.5
300 2.0 2.6 2.1 3.9 6.9 5.3
301 1.9 2.6 2.5 4.1 5.5 4.6
302 2.9 3.3 3.0 5.3 7.2 6.3
303 5.3 7.7 2.6 9.7 15.6 13.2
304 2.9 4.4 2.6 5.9 8.2 8.0
305 2.1 3.0 1.9 4.2

Mean 295–305 2.3 3.4 2.4 4.8 7.3 6.3
Mean 295–301 1.7 2.7 2.4 4.0 6.0 5.1

direction as a result of the asymmetric distribution of vie
ing directions (see e.g. [17,18]).

A common set of data weights, a priori variances a
process noise values has been chosen for all days withi
selected data arc and good orbit determination results
achieved both for “quite” days as well as days of high so
and geomagnetic activity. Worst case conditions are enc
tered on day 303 which exhibits a two hours data gap
covers a period of pronounced density variations. Eve
this case the average orbit determination error stays b
10 cm when compared with the JPL orbit solution.

It must be noted, however, that the available GRACE
erence orbits are themselves limited to an accuracy of se
centimetres. This is obvious when comparing TUM and J
reference orbits against each other which leads to typica
sition errors of 6 cm (3D rms). Similar results have be
obtained in an assessment of GRACE orbit determina
results performed by the Center for Space Research (C
at the University of Texas at Austin. Here, position errors
5.8 cm (3D rms) where obtained when comparing CSR
JPL reference solutions [10]. As shown in Table 2, DLR a
JPL orbits exhibit a somewhat better consistency (4 cm)
other sets of solutions.

For further reference, we note that slightly larger posit
errors (7–10 cm) have been obtained for the same data i
val when processing data of the CHAMP satellite [8]. As
from uncertainties in the employed reference orbits, the
creased performance in this case can be attributed to the
benign dynamical environment at the altitude of 390 km
the presence of multipath errors.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the obtained orbits match t
ionosphere-free code and carrier-phase measurements
a typical accuracy of 34 cm and 1.0 cm (standard deviati
In case of the pseudo-range residuals, this value refle

P-code tracking noise of approximately 11 cm, which dom-
-

l

)

-

s

h

inates other error sources. The carrier-phase residua
contrast, are governed by errors of the CODE 30 s-clock
lutions for the GPS satellites and even larger residuals (3
would be obtained when using IGS clock products at 5
intervals. As shown by independent tests (see e.g. [20]
actual carrier-phase noise is roughly one order of magni
lower (1 mm) than the limitations implied by the GPS clo
knowledge in an undifferenced processing scheme.

3.4. Single-frequency orbit determination results

Complementary to the previous section, the orbit deter
nation accuracy achievable with single-frequency meas
ments has been assessed for the GRACE-B spacecraft.
ing use of GRAPHIC observations formed from C/A co
and carrier-phase measurements, a typical position accu
of 7–8 cm has been achieved (Table 3). This is only slig
worse than in the dual-frequency case and reflects the
cellent quality of the employed GPS receiver. The C/A-co
noise amounts to less than 8 cm, which shows up in typ
GRAPHIC residuals of 3.8 cm (Fig. 3). Even though this
markable figure is, to some extent, specific to the BlackJ
design, the results clearly demonstrate that single-frequ
receivers with narrow correlator can well meet the prec
orbit determination requirements of even advanced sp
missions.

3.5. Least-squares versus extended Kalman filter/smoo

Given the high communality between least-squares
timation and Kalman filtering, both methods can be
pected to provide similar orbit determination results wh
employed with matching dynamical and measurement m
els. This is confirmed in Table 3, where single- and du
frequency orbit determination results obtained with b
methods are collated. Under typical dynamical conditio
the Kalman filter approach provides a position accurac
4.6 cm for dual-frequency and 6.9 cm for single-freque
measurements, which is only marginally worse than
least-squares estimator results discussed above.

However, the extended Kalman filter/smoother was fo
to be highly susceptible to extended data gaps, which is
dent from the results obtained on day 303. Here, no GPS
are available for a 1.5 hours interval (21:10–22:50), dur
which the predicted state deviates notably (up to 8 m) fr
the reference orbit. Other than the least-squares estim
the Kalman filter is unable to properly link measureme
before and after the outage. As a consequence, the estim
empirical accelerations exhibit large errors in the transitio
region, which are subsequently propagated throughou
data gap. While the impact of this problem can, to some
tent, be reduced by tighter process noise settings, a mod
tuning would reduce the filter’s capability to compensate
deficiencies in the dynamical model.

Another potential disadvantage of the extended Kalm

filter design results from the fact that the resulting trajec-
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) and
Fig. 3. Residuals of GRACE-B least squares orbit determination for28 October 2003 (DOY 301): ionosphere-free pseudo-range residuals (top
ionosphere-free carrier-phase (center) residuals from dual-frequency data processing; GRAPHIC residuals (bottom) from single-frequency processing.
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Table 3
GRACE-B orbit determination results. Comparison of least-squares (L
versus extended Kalman filter (EKF) solutions as well as single-frequ
(1F) versus dual-frequency (2F) solutions. Root-mean square positio
rors are given with respect to the JPL reference trajectory

DOY LSQ 2F EKF 2F LSQ 1F EKF 1F
[cm] [cm] [cm] [cm]

295 4.4 5.2 6.7 6.4
296 3.5 4.3 5.8 6.1
297 4.0 4.5 7.0 6.9
298 3.9 4.4 6.9 7.0
299 4.1 4.6 8.1 8.2
300 3.9 4.4 6.6 6.6
301 4.1 4.9 6.9 7.9
302 5.3 6.2 11.3 9.2
303 9.7 104.6 13.5 110.3
304 5.9 6.5 8.9 9.7
305 4.2 4.5 6.5 8.7

Mean 295–305 4.8 14.0 8.0 17.0
Mean 295–301 4.0 4.6 6.9 7.0

tory is not guaranteed to be smooth and differentiable. T
is due to the fact that each measurement update cau
small discontinuity of the predicted state vector. The m
nitude of this discontinuity depends on the data resid
(and thus the measurement and modeling accuracy) as
as the state covariance at the measurement epoch. A
least-squares estimator, in contrast, always yields a s

initial conditions and dynamical parameters from which a
a

l
h
f

continuous ephemeris is obtained. Here discontinuities
only present in the second derivative of the position v
tor due to the step-function approximation of the empiri
accelerations. On the other hand, the long-arc integra
performed within a least-squares orbit determination sys
are more likely to suffer from the accumulation of num
ical errors than the short integration steps performed
Kalman filter scheme. The practical impact of both effe
and the merits of the different estimation schemes dep
on the specifics of a particular software and the data s
be processed.

Regarding the overall system architecture, the exten
Kalman filter/smoother based orbit determination softw
is notably less complex than its least-squares based c
terpart. The number of estimation parameters is always
stricted to 24 (for up to twelve simultaneously observ
GPS satellites) and associated memory requirements
generally moderate. The least-squares approach, on the
hand, implies a large number of estimation parameters
grows near-linearly with the length of the processed data
Even worse, the storage requirements and the total op
tions count may grow with up to the second and third po
of the arc length, respectively. This is also reflected in
higher computation times of the least-squares orbit de
minations software employed in this study compared t
Kalman filter version (3.5 min versus 0.8 min for a 24 h d

arc at 30 s steps on a 3 GHz Pentium PC).
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m) for
Fig. 4. Empirical accelerations of GRACE-B in along-track direction as estimated by the least-squares estimator (top) and Kalman filter (botto29
October 2003 (DOY 302).
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3.6. Empirical accelerations

Typical results of the empirical accelerations estimate
orbit determination runs of least-squares and Kalman fi
are depicted in Fig. 4. Here, only the dominant compone
in the tangential direction are shown. The normal com
nents of the empirical accelerations are typically less t
20 nm/s2 and might be related to albedo, mis-modeled so
radiation pressure effects or unmodeled tidal perturbati
Since the tangential and the radial empirical accelera
components are difficult to separate, the estimates of
radial component have been constrained to near-zero b
plying a tight a priori standard deviation and small proc
noise for this component.

The tangential components of the empirical accelera
in Fig. 4 show a small amplitude of 20 nm/s2 during the first
hours of day 302, followed by a dramatic peak of 300 nm/s2

and a subsequent transition to a quasi-periodic behav
Over the total arc of 24 h, the standard deviation of the
gential component of the empirical acceleration is 86 nm/s2.
The observed pattern of the tangential acceleration com
nent mainly reflects a mismodeling of atmospheric drag
the applied dynamical model.

When comparing the empirical accelerations estima
by the least-squares and the Kalman filter scheme, it
comes obvious that the observed phenomena are highly
related and consistent. However, it is noted, that the e
mated amplitudes differ by a factor of about 1.5. The ori
of this discrepancy has not yet been resolved but migh
due to a coupling between empirical accelerations and o
estimation parameters (e.g.,CR,CD). It is further noted, tha
care must be taken when interpreting empirical accelera
patterns. The obtained values are not only highly depen
on the underlying dynamical models, but they are also
pendent on the underlying stochastic models and the ap

filter settings.
-

.

-

t

4. Summary and conclusions

Reduced dynamic orbit determination techniques h
been analysed based on GPS data collected onboar
GRACE satellite in October 2004. It has been demonstr
that the use of a dual-frequency ionosphere-free combina
of code and carrier measurements allows a precise re
struction of the GRACE trajectory at a level of down
4 cm (3D rms). When combining single-frequency narro
correlator code and carrier measurements, a position a
racy of 7 cm (3D rms) has been achieved. The estima
of empirical accelerations as part of the orbit determina
process enabled a highly accurate trajectory reconstru
even under the severe dynamic conditions of a massive
storm in that period.

A similar orbit determination accuracy has been achie
both with a least-squares and an extended Kalman
ter/smoother implementation. While the least-squares
mator treated the empirical accelerations as piecewise
stant, the Kalman filter estimates were directly based
the assumption of a first-order Gauss–Markov process.
resulting empirical accelerations were found to be hig
correlated between the two approaches. It has been s
that the strength of the extended Kalman filter/smoo
lies in an efficient use of computer memory and proces
time. The least-squares approach on the other hand, ex
a better robustness and ensures smooth and differen
trajectories. It must be emphasized though, that all res
and conclusions are exclusively based on a compariso
algorithms described in the paper and implemented in
employed software. The consistent comparison of alte
tive concepts such as the pseudo-epoch state filter is le
further analysis.

The algorithms employed in the study account for
fact that Selective Availability has been deactivated and

not be present in future radio navigation signals. Based on
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the available data set the feasibility of processing undif
enced GPS measurements in combination with IGS c
and ephemeris products has been demonstrated. This en
a lean software architecture and reduces the operationa
den traditionally associated with GPS-based precise o
determination.
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